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c o n t e n t s

The Sixties

as they are known in both scholarship and popular culture, is a term
used by historians, journalists, and other objective academics; in some
cases nostalgically to describe the counterculture and revolution in social
norms about clothing, music, drugs, dress, sexuality, formalities, and
schooling; and in others pejoratively to denounce the decade as one of irresponsible excess, flamboyance, and
decay of social order. The decade was also labeled the Swinging Sixties because of the fall or relaxation of
social taboos especially relating to racism and sexism that occurred during this time. The 1960s was
a pivotal period in our country’s history. It was the time when the “baby boomers” were coming of
age, in high schools, colleges, even as soldiers in the military. Especially for the “boomers” it
was an age of upheaval because of many factor at the time: the civil rights movement,
the Vietnam war, protest against the Vietnam war, big government, the women’s
movement, and the gay movement.
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The

Civil Rights Movement
sit-in campaign

...was a struggle for social
justice that took place mainly during the 1950s and 1960s for blacks to gain
equal civil rights under the law in the United States. The Civil War had officially
abolished slavery, but it didn’t end discrimination against blacks. They continued
to endure the devastating effects of racism, especially in the South. By the
mid-20th century, African Americans had had more than enough of prejudice
and violence against them. They, along with many whites, mobilized and began
an unprecedented fight for equality that spanned two decades.

freedom rides
mississippi riot
By 1960 , the Civil Rights
Movement had gained strong
momentum. The nonviolent
measures employed by
Martin Luther King Jr. helped
African American activists win
supporters across the country
and throughout the world. On
February 1, 1960, a new tactic
was added to the peaceful
activists' strategy.
Four African American college
students walked up to a whitesonly lunch counter at the
local WOOLWORTH'S store in
Greensboro, North Carolina, and
asked for coffee. When service
was refused, the students sat
patiently. Despite threats and
intimidation, the students sat
quietly and waited to be served.

In 1961 , civil rights activists
rode interstate buses into the
segregated southern United
States to test the United
States Supreme Court decision
Boynton v. Virginia (1960), which
had outlawed racial segregation
in restaurants and waiting
rooms in terminals serving
buses that crossed state lines.
The Freedom Riders set out
to force this new law into effect
by riding various forms of public
transportation in the South to
challenge local laws or customs
that enforced segregation
From May until November
1961, more than 400 Americans
rode south together on the
Freedom Rides.
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In the spring of 1963 , activists in Birmingham,
Alabama launched one of the most influential campaigns
of the Civil Rights Movement: Project C, better known as
The Birmingham Campaign. It would be the beginning
of a series of lunch counter sit-ins, marches on City
Hall and boycotts on downtown merchants to protest
segregation laws in the city.
Over the next couple months, the peaceful
demonstrations would be met with violent attacks
using high-pressure fire hoses and police dogs
on men, women and children alike -- producing
some of the most iconic and troubling images
of the Civil Rights Movement. President John
F. Kennedy would later say, "The events
in Birmingham... have so increased the
cries for equality that no city or state or
legislative body can prudently choose
to ignore them." It is considered one of
the major turning points in the Civil
Rights Movement and the "beginning
of the end" of a centuries-long
struggle for freedom.

birmingham

The Civil Rights Act in 1964 , made
it illegal to discriminate based on race,
color, religion, sex, or national origin.

march on washington
1962 , Oxford Mississippi,
James Meredith, an African
American man, attempted to
enroll at the all-white University
of Mississippi. Chaos soon broke
out on the Ole Miss campus,
with riots ending in two dead,
hundreds wounded and many
others arrested, after the
Kennedy administration called out
some 31,000 National Guardsmen
and other federal forces to
enforce order.

freedom summer

The March on Washington
was a massive protest
march that occurred in
August 1963 , when
some 250,000 people
gathered in front of the
Lincoln Memorial in
Washington, D.C. Also
known as the March on
Washington for Jobs
and Freedom, the event
Freedom Summer was a 1964 voter registration project
aimed to draw attention
in
Mississippi,
as part of a larger effort by civil rights groups,
to continuing challenges
to
expand
black
voting in the South. Freedom Schools opened
and inequalities faced by
during
the
first
week
of July 1964, after approximately 250 Freedom
African Americans a century
School
volunteer
teachers
attended one-week training sessions at
after emancipation. It was
Western
College
for
Women
in Oxford, Ohio. The original plans had
also the occasion of Martin
anticipated
25
Freedom
Schools
and 1,000 students; by the end of
Luther King Jr.’s now-iconic
the
summer,
41
schools
had
been
opened
to over 2,500 students.
“I Have A Dream” speech.
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two
nations
divided
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Vietnam is a divided nation, with
Communists controlling the North, and antiCommunists in the South. The U.S. and Russia,
engaged in a tense Cold War, begin providing
support and supplies to opposing factions in the
Vietnamese civil conflict.
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1960-1964

Fearing the spread of Asian Communism, the U.S.
increases the flow of aid, equipment, and “military
advisors” but does not send any combat troops.

1965

Americans are told that two U.S. spy ships
have been attacked in the Gulf of Tonkin. (Later
investigations prove at least one of the attacks
never happened.) Congress approves the Tonkin
Gulf Resolution, giving the President power to
wage all-out war against North Vietnam without
a formal declaration of war. Within days, the
U.S. uses the Selective Service System to begin
drafting young men for mandatory military service.
During the last half of the ‘60s, over 1.4 million
men are drafted.

1965

The first major national anti-war
demonstration, organized by the
SDS, takes place in Washington.
Before the year ends, the anti-war
movement is strong enough to draw
100,000 protestors into the streets
of 80 cities.

1965-1969

The nation becomes deeply divided
by the war. Peace protests swell in
size, attracting activists from the civil
rights movement and other political
groups. But their parents and “the
silent majority” generally support the
Washington establishment. Some
men refuse to serve, becoming draft
dodgers by escaping to Canada and
other safe harbors. Troops coming
home from ‘Nam find a nation in crisis,
and peers actively protesting the war.

1969

A Peace Moratorium turns into the
largest demonstration in the nation’s
history: two million people march.

1976

Vietnam is formally reunified

1977

Pres. Carter pardons all
draft dodgers.

1965

Pres. Johnson begins the air war, ordering
sustained bombing of the North. He also sends the
first ground troops to the South.

1969

Americans are horrified to learn that U.S. troops
committed atrocities in a village called My Lai.
Support for the war crumbles. The White House is
pressured to negotiate for peace.
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The Way We Were

P

op culture is that loose blend of books, music, fashion and other daily
ephemera that contributes to the identity of a society at a particular point
in time. In essence, pop culture is a self-portrait created through purchasing
power. In the '60s, radio, film, television, and books carry the essence of
American pop culture.
In 1960, nearly half of America's population is under 18 years old. It's a
young society, and the most affluent generation in U.S. history. American
teenagers have $22 billion a year at their disposal.
The hippie
movement
was conceived
during a time
of conflict
and struggle.
The hippie
movement
was essentially
started by
a group of people who did not want to conform to traditional values that
most people had at the time, and these people wanted to actively voice their
opinions.
The Vietnam War played a big part in the conception of the hippie movement.
Hippies used protest music and other tactics to visibly show their opposition to
the war.

The best-selling books often
reflect a society’s most pressing
concerns. Definitive reads of
the decade include To Kill a
Mockingbird and Valley of the Dolls.

The Sixties gave birth to a
popular culture in film and music
that reflected and influenced
the decade’s social upheavals:
the rise of Cold War politics,
civil rights movements, student
protests, and the Vietnam war
all profoundly affected American
society and culture.

The advent of color TV has a
direct impact on drive-in movie
theaters. In ‘62, there are 6,000
drive-ins in the U.S.; a year later
there are 3,550. Walk-in theaters
also feel the change as more
people choose to stay home and
watch the three networks fight for
ratings. The movie industry peaks in
1964 with the release of 502 films.
Box office sales will continue to
increase with ticket prices, but the
selection of films is never
again so varied.

Joan Baez and Bob Dylan at the civil rights
march on Washington, D.C., on August 28,
1963. U.S.
average house

Today, the hippie image has become very romanticized. Ripped up jeans, hip-huggers, and even hair accessories
(flower headbands?) have been brought back to the mainstream. Even marijuana has become re-popularized. The
teenagers that participated in the hippie movement are today’s lawmakers, politicians, and company owners. The idea
that even hippies eventually ‘sold out’ to the establishment once they turned into adults is shown in the Eagles’ lyrics
“I saw a Dead Head sticker on a Cadillac.”
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But evenings spent with a good
book are on the way out: TV is the
new centerpiece. Color TV arrives
in the early ‘60s and is embraced
far more rapidly than the old
black-and-white sets. By the
end of the decade, 95 percent of
homes have at least one TV.

1960...

...1969

$16,500

$27,900

postage stamp

4¢

6¢

gallon of gas

31¢

35¢

dozen eggs

57¢

62¢

gallon of milk

49¢

$1.10

Mainstream
religion is on the
wane, except in growing
evangelicalism and the new
kind of relaxed non-denominational
churches. In ‘66, the TIME cover story will
actually ask “Is God Dead?” By the end of
the decade, nearly 60 million people-a
third of the population-have moved out
of cities and into suburbs in search of a
brighter, cleaner world.
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MUSIC

During the 1960s rock music comes of age
and dominates the popular music charts. Elvis
Presley continues to score hits in the early part of
the decade, but the music continues to diversify
with the folk revival, the Brill Building sound,
Phil Spector's wall of sound, girl groups and surf
music, all impacting the early part of the decade.
The Motown, Stax and Atlantic labels bring more
African-american artists back to the forefront
of the pop charts. By 1964 American artists
are sharing the top of the charts with
U.K. bands led by the Beatles and The
Rolling Stones. In the U.S. garage
bands emerge, inspired by the
British Invasion sound.

- sgt pepper's
- 1967
2 the beatles - abbey road - 1969
3 the beatles - revolver - 1966
4 the beatles - the white album) - 1968
5 led zeppelin - led zeppelin 2 - 1969
6 the beatles - rubber soul - 1965
7 the beatles - a hard day's night - 1964

1

the beatles

lonely hearts club band

I

8

leonard bernstein

9

- west side story - 1962

- the doors - 1967
10 the rolling stones - let it bleed - 1969
11 the beatles - help! - 1965

the doors

n
the sixties,
12 jimi hendrix - are you experienced? - 1967
television
13 bob dylan - highway 61 revisited - 1965
becomes a major
14 richard rodgers - the sound of music - 1965
force in rock music as
15 the beach boys - pet sounds - 1966
networks try to attract a
16 jimi hendrix - electric ladyland - 1968
younger audience. American
17 bob dylan - blonde on blonde - 1966
Bandstand continues with it's
18 original cast - hair - 1969
afternoon, clean-cut, teen idol format,
19 cream - disraeli gears - 1967
while the Ed Sullivan Show and other TV
20 the rolling stones - beggars banquet - 1968
variety shows begin showcasing rock bands
21 the beatles - beatles for sale - 1965
in prime time. The networks also add the weekly
22 bob newhart - the button-down mind of
prime time shows Shindig and Hullabaloo featuring
bob newhart - 1960
dancers and new music for teenage fans.
ray charles - modern sounds in

In the late sixties outdoor rock music festivals begin.
First with 1967’s Monterey Pop Festival which attracts
55,000 fans per day to a three day concert. In the summer
of 1969 the Woodstock Music and Art Fair draws 500,000
people to a three day concert in Bethel, New York.

woodstock
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& western music - 1962
24 maurice jarre - doctor zhivago - 1966
25 the rolling stones - aftermath - 1966

country

26

stan getz
getz

& joao gilberto -

& gilberto - 1964
27 the beatles - with the beatles - 1963
28 the beatles - magical mystery
tour

- 1968
29

- bringing it all
- 1965
30 the beatles - meet
the beatles! -

bob dylan

back home

1964
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he Beatles dominate the sixties record
charts with 6 of the top 10 albums of the decade
and 21 of the decades' top 100 singles. Their nearest
competitor is Elvis Presley with 9 of the decades' top 100
singles and 4 of the decades' top 100 albums.
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T

he groovy 1960's ushered in a
new era of television programming
as broadcasts began to transition
from black and white to color during
this time. Lighthearted sitcoms
and comedies ruled the day as
some of the most-watched shows
were series like The Dick Van Dyke
Show, The Beverly Hillbillies and
The Andy Griffith Show. There were
countless shows of '60s that had a
touch of the supernatural, science
fiction or fantasy with Bewitched,
Star Trek and The Addams Family
being among the highest rated.
Rural-themed and military inspired
shows like Green Acres and Gomer
Pyle U.S.M.C. also proved popular
with viewers, but soon declined
as viewers became more socially
conscious towards the end of the
1960's. Memorable theme song lyrics
also added to the whimsy of classic
shows during this decade.

TV
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pace. The Final Frontier. In
1966, Star Trek set out to boldly go
where no series had gone before,
beginning a three-year mission that
led to a franchise that would last
decades. The now world-reknowned
series Star Trek follows the crew
of the starship U.S.S. Enterprise as
it completes its missions in space
in the 23rd century. Captain James
T. Kirk - along with half human/
half Vulcan science officer Spock,
ship Dr. Bones McCoy, Ensign Pavel
Chekov, communications officer Lt.
Nyota Uhura, helmsman Lt. Hikaru
Zulu and chief engineer Lt. Cmdr.
Scotty Scott - confront strange alien
races, friendly and hostile alike, as
they explore unknown worlds. Their
mission is to explore strange new
worlds, to seek new life and new
civilizations, to boldly go where no
man has gone before.
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ugust 5, 1962, at only 36 years
old, Marilyn Monroe died at her Los
Angeles home with an empty bottle
of sleeping pills found by her bed.
There has been some speculation
over the years that she may have
been murdered, but the cause of
her death was officially ruled as a
drug overdose. There have also been
rumors that Monroe was involved
with President John F. Kennedy
and/or his brother Robert around
the time of her death. Monroe was
buried in her favorite dress, in what
was known as a “Cadillac casket”—
the most high-end casket available,
made of heavy-gauge solid bronze
and lined with champagne-colored
silk. Lee Strasberg delivered a eulogy
before a small group of friends
and family. Monroe’s ex-husband,
Joe DiMaggio, famously had red
roses delivered to her crypt for the
next 20 years.

SPORTS

championship winners
pro baseball

pro basketball

college basketball

hw boxing

pro football

college football

1960

Pittsburgh Pirates

Boston Celtics

Ohio State

Floyd Patterson

Philadelphia Eagles

Minnesota

1961

New York Yankees

Boston Celtics

Cincinnati

Floyd Patterson

Green Bay Packers

Alabama

1962

New York Yankees

Boston Celtics

Cincinnati

Sonny Liston

Green Bay Packers

USC

1963

LA Dodgers

Boston Celtics

Loyola

Sonny Liston

Chicago Bears

Texas

1964

St. Louis Cardinals

Boston Celtics

UCLA

Muhammad Ali

Cleveland Browns

Alabama

1965

LA Dodgers

Boston Celtics

UCLA

Muhammad Ali

Green Bay Packers

Alabama &
Michigan State

1966

Baltimore Orioles

Boston Celtics

UTEP

Muhammad Ali

Green Bay Packers

Notre Dame

1967

St. Louis Cardinals

Philadelphia 76ers

UCLA

Muhammad Ali

Green Bay Packers

USC

1968

Detroit Tigers

Boston Celtics

UCLA

Joe Frazier

New York Jets

Ohio State

1969

New York Mets

Boston Celtics

UCLA

Joe Frazier

Kansas City Chiefs

Texas

T

1967 Super Bowl I

he first AFL-NFL World Championship Game in
professional American football, known retroactively as
Super Bowl I and referred to in some contemporaneous
reports, including the game's radio broadcast, as the
Super Bowl,[7] was played on January 15, 1967 at the Los
Angeles Memorial Coliseum in Los Angeles, California.
The National Football League (NFL) champion Green Bay
Packers defeated the American Football League (AFL)
champion Kansas City Chiefs by the score of 35–10.
It remains the only Super Bowl to have been simulcast
in the United States by two networks. NBC had the
rights to nationally televise AFL games, while CBS held
the rights to broadcast NFL games; both networks were
allowed to televise the game.[13] The first Super Bowl’s
entertainment consisted of college marching bands from
the University of Arizona and Grambling State University,
instead of featuring popular singers and musicians as in
more recent Super Bowls.
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More so than ever, artists in the 1960s experimented with new styles and forms. Some used
imagery that commented on America’s affluent commercial lifestyles. Others developed art
that rejected U.S. commercialization. From these artistic experiments there arose several
distinctive art movements during the 1960s. The most important were pop art, minimalism,
and conceptual art. Photography also developed as a fine art during this time.
Artists noticed that American culture was filled with commercial images:
on television and billboards, and in magazines and newspapers,
commercial art was used to sell everything from dish scrubbers
to soup cans to cars to movie stars and their movies.
Pop artists used commercial art techniques to
create new artistic forms. At first pop
art was called “new realism,”
because it depicted reallife objects.
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iterature

Literature reflected what was happening in America on the
social and political arena in the sixties. Authors wrote
about gender, race, homosexuality, feminism and
war, and they criticized society. A book which
described some of the turmoil of race
relations as they affected people in
America, Harper Lee's Pulitzer
prize winning novel To Kill
a Mockingbird is a story
about a small southern
town and social distinctions
between races. There were other books
about race and gender, women of color that
helped create new insights on feminism as it
developed in America.
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Advertising
The 1960′s was a decade of monumental events whose impact continues to be felt a half century later. For
McDonald’s, it was an equally significant period that transformed the brand from a restaurant to an American institution.
Fueled by Ray Kroc’s vision and innovation, the ‘60s witnessed a number of major milestones for the company, including
the birth of a pop culture icon.

Social issues
penetrated
advertising;
Lever Bros. and
Gillette Co.
were among
the many
advertisers that
pledged to show
more AfricanAmericans in
commercials.
Looser moral
standards made
it possible for
agencies to
create racier
ads to stand
out from the
competition.

1960s advertising is known for a
wave of sexism. Referred to as the
“Mad Men” Era, replete with threemartini lunches, glamorous clothing,
and, of course, casual sexism.
The rampant sexism during the
"Mad Men" era was typical of the
1960s, when the outlook for women
in America was just beginning to
change. While the "second wave"
of feminism began in the '60s,
mainstream America was still very
much a "man's world."
That attitude carried over into
advertising, which did little to
advance gender roles and ran ads
that implied women were idiots who
cared mostly about appearance and
pleasing their men.

Innovative campaigns such as
Pepsi Cola's "Think Young" and
"Pepsi Generation" from Batten,
Barton, Durstine & Osborn reflected
advertisers' efforts to tone down their
claims and establish a new relationship
with their audiences.
Whereas advertising previously
had treated the counterculture as
deviant, undesirable and marginalized,
marketers now attempted to connect
with the youth market. However, the
generation depicted in ad campaigns,
as in the case of Pepsi's youth
advertising, was generally all white and
rather cleaned up—somewhat different
from the hippie counterculture
marketers now sought.
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Automotive
The 1960s are known for muscle cars, and this decade saw zero-to-60-mph acceleration times plummet greatly
from those of the previous decade. The quickest car from this time period was a full 1.3 seconds better to 60 than the
top dog from the bobby-soxer epoch. Here are the quickest-accelerating cars from the kickin’ ’60s; the list stretched
to 12 vehicles due to ties. Carroll Shelby would be very proud.
It’s worth a note that in the fast-and-loose ’60s, carmakers regularly sent magazines “ringers” that were far quicker
than what someone could buy off a showroom floor, and they also often vastly underreported output figures. It’s also
true that many buyers immediately souped-up their highly tunable cars, however, and individual cars differed much
more than in the modern era, even from the factory floor—although usually not by as much as seen in magazine tests.

From the beauty that was the ’63 split window Corvette
to the raw power of the 427 Stingray that could give even
Cobras a run for their money, the Vette spent the decade
pushing envelopes of style and performance while
cementing its place in Americana.

Just as the 1960s were years of radical change, the
cars of the decade were a monumental departure from
anything that came before. Suddenly, legit performance
was available to nearly everyone and styling was refined
to such a degree that today's car designers still draw
inspiration from their grandfathers' rides.
Detroit stated 1964 models were designed with serious
consideration for the needs & tastes of American women.
Women represented over 1 million sales a year.
1965 was called “the year of the stylist.” Engineering
changes took a back seat to changes in overall
appearance. The Ford Mustang dominated.
1966 models brought the first front-wheel drive car
since 1937. People were shocked that someone would
make a car that would pull by its front wheels!
Continued improvements were made to electric cars
in 1966. Ford showed off a lab model of a sodium-sulfur
battery that was 15 times lighter than the average battery.
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Computer Mouse Invented - Jun 1, 1968

First Human Kidney Transplant - Mar 1, 1963

The invention of the computer mouse by Douglas Engelbart,
an American inventor working at the Stanford Research
Institute.This was taken as a very small discovery that was a
part of a much larger project.

Thomas Starzl , world-renowned transplant surgeon
performed the first human liver transplant. He was a
pioneer in kidney transplantation.

First Commercial Com Satellite - Apr 6, 1965

Trinitron - Jul 20, 1968

Early Bird (Intelsat I) is launched into synchronous orbit.
This is the world’s first commercial communications
satellite and “live via satellite” is born.

This was the first moniter that sony made for a computer.
It was the first one that gave a lifelike image. It was 25%
brighter than most common monitors.

Pong - Oct 31, 1966

First Laser - May 16, 1960

The Trans-continental Telegraph - Oct 24, 1961

Physicist Theodore Maiman uses a synthetic-ruby crystal
to create the first laser. It is now used to read blue-ray.
LASER is an ancronym and stands for Light Amplification by
Stimulated Emission of Radiation.

The first trans-continental telegraph line was used so that
a person could talk across the ocean with a telegraph. It
was much more reliable than using a wireless reciever. The
United States Postal Service spent 40,000 dollars a year on
telegraph lines.

The PDP-1 - Nov 19, 1960

Mariner II - Jan 3, 1962

The PDP was the first mini computer on the market. It was
short for Programmable Data Processor. It is what started
the culture of hacking. it contained the hardware for the
first game “Spacewar”.

This sattelite was launched toward Venus with a Motorola
transmitter on it. This was so that it could communicate
with NASA. This sattelite even had a microwave

Space War - Feb 20, 1962

First Human in Space
- Apr 12, 1961

This was tyhe first game invented for computers. It was
invented by Steve Russel. It took 200 hours to write the
whole game.

Russian cosmonaut Yuri
Gagarin became the first
human in space, making a
108-minute orbital flight
in his Vostok 1 spacecraft.
On 12 April 1961, Russian
cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin
became the first human to
travel into space when he
launched into orbit on the
Vostok 3KA-3 spacecraft.

First Cassette Tape - Jun 19, 1962

The cassette tape was invented
by aguy named Phillip.Thia tape
was first made to let people
listen to pre-recorded music.
they were first sold in Europe.

AT&T Sattelite - Jul 10, 1962

First Robot - Apr 23, 1961

This Sattlite was known as the
Telstar I and was the first sattelite for
communication.

This was the first time that a robot was created for the
use in a factory. It was used to help manufactre GM cars. It
weighed 4,000 pounds.
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DRAM - Aug 1, 1968

The home version of the
game was first released
near christmas time. This
was so that more people
would buy them for
presents. It was sold only
through the store Sears.

The Dynamic Random Acecss Memory or DRAM is the first
PC. It is the most commonly found modules in PC. It needs
new electricity every few milliseconds.

Internet to the Public - Jul 3, 1969

UCLA releases a newspaper telling the world about the
internet. The internet was offically started after the first
E-Mail. It’s first message was sent on a Friday.

Hand Held Pocket Calculator - Dec 1, 1966

First Manned Moon
Landing - Jul 20, 1969

The hand-held pocket calculator was invented at Texas
Instruments, Incorporated (TI).

Apollo 11 was the first
manned moon landing,
touched down. The
mission was able to
gather physical samples
of lunar rocks and soil for
analysis back on Earth. Neil
Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin
become the first humans
to walk on the moon.

GPS - May 21, 1967

This is when the GPS became avaible for commercial
use. It was thought up after the sputnik was put in space.
This is because it confirmed that they were reliable for
everyday use.

“Chase” - May 29, 1967

This is considered th first game that you could play on your
TV. This game was invented by a guy named Ralph Baer. He
came up with the idea when he was working for a television
company.

The First Supercomputer - Aug 4, 1969

First Internet Message Sent - Oct 29, 1967

This computer was invented by Semour Crey.
Supercomputers are now used for predicting the weather. It
was the CDC 7600.

First Human Heart Transplant - Dec 3, 1967

The first ATM was opened at 9:00 am. It was the first one in
the US. It was in Rockville Center New York

This was the first time that a letter was sent by the internet.
It was at 10:30 pm and it crashed the internet. The letters it
sent were”L” and “O”.

The First ATM - Sep 2, 1969

The first human-to-human heart transplant is performed.
The operation is a success, but the patient dies after
complications set in.
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1960s was a decade of crime "booms". In 1969, there
were 661,870 violent crimes reported. The amount of
reported rapes in 1960 were 9,110 and nearly quadrupled in
1969 to 37,170. The 60's were also a big decade for property
damage. It was also during this decade that the nation was
introduced to the idea of mass murder in a public space
which spurred the creation of SWAT Teams.

Richard Speck - July 13, 1966

John F. Kennedy - November 22, 1963

Armed in a dormitory Richard Speck murdered 8
student nurses. One student was able to hide under
the bed until 6am the next morning. He was found
guilty of murder and convincted. Speck died in prison
of a heart attack.

Crowds of people crowded
the street in hopes of getting
a glimpse of the Kennedy’s
car in Dallas Texas The car
turned off Main Street at
Dealey Plaza around 12:30
p.m. As it was passing
the Texas School Book
Depository, gunfire suddenly
reverberated in the plaza.
Bullets struck the president’s
neck and head. At 1:00 p.m. ,
John F. Kennedy was pronounced dead.

University of Texas Massacre - August 1st, 1966
Charles Whitman was an engineering student and
former marine. He climbed to the top of the UT Tower
and opened fire across the Quad. He had killed his
wife and mother earlier that day. He shot 43 people,
and killed 13.

Malcolm X - February 21, 1965

On Feb. 21, 1965, Malcolm X was about to
address the Organization of Afro-American
Unity at the Audubon Ballroom in Harlem
when he was shot and killed by assassins
identified as Black Muslims.

Martin Luther King Jr. - April 4, 1968

At 6:01 p.m. on April 4, 1968, Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. was standing on the balcony
in front of his room at the Lorraine Motel in
Memphis, Tennessee, when he was shot by
a sniper. King was taken to a nearby hospital
and was pronounced dead at 7:05 p.m.

Robert Kennedy - June 5, 1968

Early morning on June 5, 1968, shortly
after delivering a speech to in the
California primary, Kennedy was shot in a
kitchen corridor outside the ballroom of
the Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles. He
died the next day at age 42.
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1966

-Hough riots; Cleveland, OH – July
-Division Street riots; Chicago, IL – June
-Marquette Park riot; Chicago, IL - August
-Hunters Point riot; San Francisco, CA – September

1963

-Birmingham riot of 1963; Birmingham, AL - May
-Cambridge riot of 1963; Cambridge, MD - June

1967

1964

-1967 Newark riots; Newark, NJ – July
-1967 Plainfield riots; Plainfield, NJ – July
-12th Street riot; Detroit, MI – July
-1967 New York City riot; Harlem, New York City - July
-Cambridge riot of 1967; Cambridge, Maryland - July
-1967 Rochester riot; Rochester, New York - July
-1967 Pontiac riot; Pontiac, Michigan - July
-1967 Toledo riot; Toledo, Ohio - July
-1967 Flint riot; Flint, Michigan - July
-1967 Grand Rapids riot; Grand Rapids, Michigan - July
-1967 Houston riot; Houston, Texas - July
-1967 Englewood riot; Englewood, New Jersey - July
-1967 Tucson riot; Tucson, Arizona - July
-1967 Milwaukee riot; Milwaukee, Wisconsin – July
-Minneapolis North Side riots; Minneapolis-Saint Paul, MN
-1967 Albina Riot Portland, Oregon - August 30[31]

-Rochester 1964 race riot; Rochester, NY – July
-New York City 1964 riot; New York City – July
-Philadelphia 1964 race riot; Philadelphia – August
-Jersey City 1964 race riot, August 2–4, Jersey City, NJ
-Paterson 1964 race riot, August 11–13, Paterson, NJ
-Elizabeth 1964 race riot, August 11–13, Elizabeth, NJ
-Chicago 1964 race riot, Dixmoor riot, August 16–17, Chicago

1965

-Watts riots; Los Angeles, CA – August

This predominately African-American neighborhood
exploded with violence from August 11th to August 17th
after the arrest of 21-year old Marquette Frye, a black
motorist who was arrested by a white highway patrolman.
During his arrest a crowd had gathered and a fight broke
out between the crowd and the police, escalating to the
point in which rocks and concrete were thrown at police.
30,000 people were recorded participating in the riots
and fights with police, which left thirty four people dead,
1,000 injured and 4,000 arrested.

1968

-Orangeburg massacre; Orangeburg, SC – February
-King assassination riots: 125 cities in April and May, in
response to the murder of Martin Luther King, Jr.
-Miami, Florida riots
-1968 Democratic National Convention

1969

-1969 York race riot; York, PA – July
-1969 Hartford Riots, Hartford, CT-September 1–4

Boston Strangler
Strangled 11 women. Raped his victims and would
sometimes wrap victims in garbage bags and put them
in barrels. Albert DeSalvo confessed to the murders but
later recanted. He was killed in prison.

Charles Manson
A cult leader famed for the Sharon Tate murder.
Manson violently opposed society and branded his
forehead with an X to isolate himself from society.
Followers wrote words like “pig” and “war” in the victim’s
blood which showed Mason’s satanic motives. Mason
and his cult were tried and convicted in 1971. Mason was
charged with conspiracy to commit murder of 7 people.
He was sentenced to execution but the state of California
abolished their penalty.

The Zodiac Killer
Attacked couples in San Francisco in secluded areas.
He called himself “Zodiac” from the letters he sent to the
police. ThefFirst murder was in 1966 of a college student
outside the school library. He once wrote, “I like killing
people because it is so much fun,” and he believed the
people he killed would be his slaves in the afterlife. The
case remains unsolved.
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